I have been working in tandem with Terri Weichart and Debbie McCorkle on Professional Development throughout Ohio.

1. Fall Workshop was presented by Lucas Hoffman at Denison University. He did a presentation on writing using information provided by Lauras Terrill at the CSCTFL Extension Workshop. There were 19 attendees

2. A plethora of workshops entitled “Understanding SLOS” were and are currently being held throughout the state. The goal is to help teachers write SLOs for their districts that are doable and aligned with the Ohio World Language Standards. At the time of this writing (February 11, 2013) there are approximately 150 attendees signed up. They are continuing to sign up every day. The reaction has been very positive and grateful that OFLA has taken the lead in helping them complete a very important task. The locations in which we have and will present are Delphos, Hudson, Delaware, Miami University and Ohio University. Many thanks to Debbie McCorkle, Teri Weichart, Martha Casteñada, and Rebecca Shick for their help.

3. Future plans are to develop workshops on writing Interpersonal Performance Assessment. This is in progress currently.

4. One article was written for the Cardinal.

5. I was also a member of the awards committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Martha Pero
Professional Development Chair